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Top Ten States for Transportation Terminal Construction: June 2014
With 177 transportation terminal projects valued at more than $12 billion, California ranks number one
for the construction of airport, train, subway and other forms of terminals. Florida follows California
with 112 projects and Texas is third with 81 projects. Massachusetts, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Illinois,
Virginia, New York and North Carolina all rank in the top ten as well.
While the District of Columbia, South Carolina and Maryland do not have enough projects to put them in
the top ten in terms of project count, these states are investing in few, but expensive projects. The
District of Columbia is second in terms of project spending with over $ 7 billion invested in terminal
construction. One of the large ongoing projects in Washington, D.C. is by Amtrak at Amtrak Union
Station, which was the largest upcoming terminal construction project for April. More than $5 billion will
be spent on terminal construction in South Carolina and $3.3 billion in Maryland. One of the projects in
Maryland is subway train stations in Baltimore for $1.8 billion. Pennsylvania, Florida, New York, Texas,
Montana and Colorado also rank in the top ten according to project spend, respectively behind
Maryland.

Top 10 States for Multi-Family Residential Construction
With 1,087 multi-family building projects valued at more than $49 billion, New York is the clear leader in
this sector of the construction industry. California follows close behind, with 936 projects valuing nearly
$30.6 billion.
Texas, Washington, Florida, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Maryland, New Jersey and Virginia follow
New York and California, respectively, when ranked by project count. By spending, Virginia is actually
ranked third with $13.4 billion, and Maryland is fourth with $12.4 billion. Texas, Illinois, New Jersey,
Florida, Pennsylvania and Massachusetts also made the top 10 list according to total dollars spent.
According to Reed Construction Data, construction spending on multi-family building projects is forecast
to increase gradually in 2014 and 2015.

2014’s Top 10 U.S. States for Hotel Construction Projects
California leads the country in hotel construction projects as of March 2014 with 246 hotel projects
across the state. According to Reed Construction Data, the state is far and away the leader in hotel
construction with New York as its closest rival with 175 projects in the works and Florida following close
behind with 111 projects. One of the largest upcoming projects in the golden state is the Hyatt Regency
Century Plaza Hotel Redevelopment and Mixed Use by Woodridge Capital LLC in Los Angeles, estimated
at $1.5 billion. One of the largest projects in Florida – the Resorts World Miami Mixed Use – is estimated
at $3 billion.
The source of the data – Reed Insight – determined the top ten states for hotel construction by the
number of hotel projects: California (246), New York (175), Florida (111), Texas (93), Massachusetts (53),
Pennsylvania (53), Ohio (51), Arizona (48), Maryland (47) and New Jersey (45).
The hotel construction industry is currently in post-recession boom according to companies like Best
Western and the InterContinental Hotel Group. Best Western plans to add 130 properties this year and
IHG’s Holiday Inn Express has 21,333 rooms in construction (http://www.cnbc.com/id/101428199).
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